
IvyCap Ventures Investor Connect

Today IvyCap Ventures (www.ivycapventures.com) is one of India's largest
homegrown Venture Capital Fund based on leveraging the Global Alumni Ecosystem to
Build Market leaders in the country. Managing assets in excess of USD 530 million with
a Portfolio of 35+ companies spread across four funds and sectors including SaaS,
EnterpriseTech, FinTech, DeepTech, HealthTech, and others, we would not have possibly
been able to achieve this successful growth trajectory without the continued support of our
investors including the top financial institutions, IIT Alumni and some of the leading family
offices in India.

Owing to our commitment to staying connected through various engagement activities with
our investors, we at IvyCap Ventures, have been running the IvyCap Ventures Investor
Connect program to connect with our investors across the globe. After the successful
Global Investor Meet in Dubai, we along with select founders of our #IvyCapPortfolio
hosted a closed-door session with our investors in Delhi and Mumbai. The session
witnessed participation from more than 200 LPs, partners, and other stakeholders of the
industry. The discussion dwelled upon value and value creation in the current investment
ecosystem, contemporary trends and how startups can navigate the funding winter through
value proposition investment ecosystem in India. We extend our thanks to all those who
participated & made it a highly interactive & informative discussion. We look forward to
many such sessions in the coming days.

Glimpses from Investor connect closed-door event at
IIT Delhi

Glimpses from Investor connect closed-door event MCA
Club, Mumbai

IvyCamp Engagement Programs

Alumni Engagement:

1. IvyConnect Programs 

IvyConnect is a series of interactive sessions with IIT/IIM Alumni Founders- to provide
early-stage startup founders, and student entrepreneurs at IIT/IIMs an opportunity to
network, get live feedback, and gain insights from successful Alumni founders and
Investment professionals on targeted topics such as story-telling, customer outreach,
product validation, etc. 
  
As a part of the IvyConnect Programs, IvyCamp engaged with students from IITs/IIMs/NITs
on the following events: 

a. IIM Lucknow Internship 

We recently partnered with Entrepreneurship Cell, IIM Lucknow to organize an Internship
for the students of the Indian Institute of Management, Lucknow with IvyCap Ventures’s
portfolio companies- Lissun and YelloSKYE. 4 Post Graduate students from IIM Lucknow
were shortlisted to work on a live project in the areas of Sales & Marketing, Strategy &
MIS, and Process Development, for 6 weeks, starting from October 14, 2022.

b. “Product-Market Fit: From Idea to Revenue” online session with E-Cell IIT Madras 
We organized our second edition of the IvyConnect online session “Product-Market Fit:
From Idea to Revenue” with Entrepreneurship Cell IIT Madras on November 4, 2022. Jatin
Solanki, Founder of IvyCap portfolio company- Expertrons (IIT Bombay Alumnus) was the
speaker. 40 students from IIT Madras and other IITs/IIMs attended the session. Expertrons
offered a significant discount on one of their popular courses to the attendees.

Watch the Full session

Watch our previous IvyConnect session

c. Mentor Connect with E-Cell NIT Silchar 
We partnered with Entrepreneurship Cell NIT Silchar as an Ecosystem partner for their
annual pitching event Tecnoesis 2022. IvyCamp mentors,  Raghav Kanoria, Co-Founder
Calcutta Angels, and Vinod Kalkotwar, Co-Founder Kalozal Consultants participated as
judges in the session "Pitch Your Way" - a pitching event for startup enthusiasts to
showcase their products to attract customers and investors- on October 22, 2022.

If you are an IIT/IIM alumnus and interested for an  engagement programs
or looking to learn and work in the startup ecosystem, reach out to us. 

Corporate Programs:

HDFC Life Futurance - Call for Applications
HDFC Life Futurance is a corporate engagement program that provides startups an
opportunity for commercial partnerships with HDFC Life upon the successful completion of
POC/Pilot. 
  
Phase 5 of the HDFC Life Futurance program, aims to scout for startups across the
following use cases including but not limited to:

1. Alternate & Augmented data: Data from alternate sources to validate customer
details, and marketing and enhance the  underwriting model.

2. Medical/Health Tech: Remote health testing for customer onboarding & underwriting.
3. Innovative Sales Tech: Sales tech solutions for lead generation, customer screening,

and insurance distribution.
4.  AI-based Vision & Voice solutions: AI-based smart-vision solutions to enhance

customer experience.

HDFC Ltd. Finnovation - Call for Applications  
We launched the Finnovation Phase 2 in partnership with HDFC Ltd. on November 15,
2022.

HDFC Ltd. Finnovation is a startup engagement program for innovative tech startups to
work with one of India’s leading Housing Finance companies, to test and scale solutions
targeted at specific business challenges, and to add value. 
Startups will have the opportunity to access knowledge, infrastructure, and support from
HDFC and transform business processes through technology!
 Usecases we are looking for:

1. AI/ML for Fraud detection: AI/ML- based solution to detect & prevent risk, and fraud
activities in pre-approval and post-disbursal of loans.

2. Metaverse Applications: Metaverse solutions for customer experience and
engagement.

Our industry-event participation

1. Panel Discussion with Global Tech Advocates

Anju Gupta, Co-Founder & President, IvyCamp (A Global Alumni Driven startup
initiative by IvyCap Ventures) took part as a panelist on "Decoding New India:
Everchanging Incarnations of Venture Capital" organized by Global Tech Advocates (GTA)
- a worldwide (not-for-profit) network/advocacy group of Tech Leaders, Investors, and
Policy Makers on 8th November 2022 in Bangalore. The panel discussion was about
understanding the evolving Venture Captial ecosystem, impact on conventional thesis,
emerging investment models, and its pursuit of diversity.

(Re)Defining Leadership

Lead like a Child?

A friend of mine talked about this idea
over a coffee. At first, it seemed like a far-
fetched idea. But when I connected it to
the Leadership Framework we use at
Enabling Leadership, it made perfect
sense.
What is so foundational and even
epiphanically simple about this? As
adults, we are the result of a life full of
experiences through which we have
unknowingly developed a set of cognitive
or psychological, and emotional biases.
Now, we have the  tendency to make
decisions or act in an unknowingly
irrational way. The problem though is that
we don’t recognize when and how we do
this because we operate within the sphere

of our paradigms. Through our lens, our actions seem to look like the most logical and
“right” ones. In a way, we have become “wired” to think a certain way. But this can harm
decision making, and also affect judgment, values, and social interactions. 
To overcome this, management gurus tell you to look for ways to introduce objectivity into
your decision-making. However, if you could “Lead like a Child,” you wouldn’t have any of
these biases. Without the accumulated experiences that have influenced our world views,
a child operates from a clean slate. There is no judgment or preconceived notions that the
child brings into her interactions and perspectives. As a result, she is far more in tune with
her “gut” or sixth sense” More importantly, she can think in terms of “what makes sense” in
the simplest of ways. Management jargon would call this “principles-based decision
making” 
So, if you can make the time to sit and observe a child handling a new situation, facing
uncertainty, and interacting with the wider world, you will find more wisdom and learning
than most books, conferences, and courses. Applying these learnings though requires
practice and discipline and more importantly, a shift in perspective. The easiest way to
visualize this is to imagine a child in your chair and how she would manage the situation
you are trying to work through! 

“If you can make the time to sit and observe a child handling a new situation, facing
uncertainty, and interacting with the wider world, you will find more wisdom and
learning than most books, conferences, and courses.”

IvyCap Ventures' Responsible
Investment Philosophy

Sustainability has become the most
valued buzzword in business as we are
racing towards achieving global goals.
Responsible start-ups have emerged as
engines of sustainable development and
the fuel that is powering these start-ups is
Venture Capital. As a responsible venture
capitalist, IvyCap promotes sustainability
while taking care of the needs of all
stakeholders. IvyCap is committed to
creating a positive impact around the
three Ps – People, Planet and Profit. We
believe that sustainability and Profitability
go hand in hand, and markets have
proven it too by gaining enhanced returns
on SDG investing.

UN SDGs provide practical and effective solutions for long-term value creation and help to
keep up with global sustainability trends; therefore SDGs assume almost the centre stage
in IvyCap’s decision-making. 

IvyCap’s responsible investment philosophy focuses on four key areas:

Exclusion – IvyCap excludes companies that have a negative impact on the planet
and its people. For our investment process, we consider mostly those companies
which comply with our desired ESG standards.
ESG integration – Our investment analysis integrates Environmental, Social and
Governance factors that are most relevant to stakeholders. We assess the impact
and materiality of relevant ESG factors for making better decisions.
Thematic investing – We pursue ESG opportunities for investment decisions
 Impact investing – We focus on measurable high-impact solutions 

Our systematic approach, strategic planning and astute decision-making have enabled us
to emerge as India’s first VC firm to integrate SDG investing for enhanced returns. 
Our sustainability partner – Fandoro Technologies 
Fandoro technologies Pvt Ltd. - Our sustainability partner has played a vital role in
maintaining sustainability standards in our ventures. Fandoro bears the responsibility of
channelizing sustainability principles that meet our objective and aligning them with the
core strategy of Investee Company. Fandoro has constantly helped us in assessing risks
and opportunities related to SDG investing.  The company provides a technology platform
which helps in identifying, measuring, monitoring and reporting sustainability throughout
our investment process. Fandoro takes care of compliance of standards and due diligence
through audits and other assurance services which helps in the reduction of risks. The
company’s monitoring and reporting services have helped us maintain high levels of
transparency in our Governance. 
Fandoro’s support has enabled us to constantly adapt existing solutions focused on
creating lasting value.

New on our Team

Glad to announce that Ankit Agrawal
has joined IvyCap Ventures as the CEO
for the Mentor Trust. He has over 15
years of experience, primarily in Strategy
Consulting & Entrepreneurship. Prior to
joining Ivycap, Ankit has worked with firms
like Bharti, Accenture Strategy, EY
Advisory and Nokia India. 
  
In the past, Ankit has helped global clients
with their go-to market strategy,
opportunity analysis, operational
transformation and strategic  cost
reduction projects. He has helped save
over $90M in his last cost reduction
assignment and has helped develop 

client products that bring in over $10B in annual revenues. In his last entrepreneurial stint,
he built NewsBulb (world's first audio news platform) from an idea stage, to reach over 50K
Monthly active users and which was recognized amongst Top 10 News & Media Apps in
2021. 
  
Ankit has completed his Bachelors from Gujarat University in Electronics & Communication
and his PGDBM from Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta. Apart from work he loves
to play Badminton, Table tennis, Catan and is an avid Bibliophile cum work-out junkie.

Freshly Brewed

SME lending startup ftcash gets NBFC from RBI,
aims to disburse Rs 100 crore in FY23

We want to make Biryani By Kilo a Rs 1,000 cr
firm in the next 2-3 years: Vishal Jindal

Bidgely Partners with NISC to Enhance
Customer Experience for Utility Cooperative
Members

Miko targets $100mln in revenue in GCC in five
years

GMetriXR is an All-in-One Metaverse Platform for
Elderly People

Portfolio Updates

Last year in 2021 on World Mental Health Day (10th October), LISSUN, a member of

#IvyCapPortfolio launched the campaign to raise awareness: #LISSUNToYourMind. This

year they marked the second edition of the same. Under the campaign, they conducted

various events, primarily focusing on Creating Access to quality mental health care:

Struggle, Needs & Challenges in consultation with healthcare companies, doctors, and

corporates. Due to the excellent support they got from the ecosystem, they made this

campaign permanent. The company launched Mindfulness with LISSUN, where every

Saturday at 12 Noon, one of the mental health professionals conducts a mindfulness

session for everyone on the social media platforms.  Rest, LISSUN continues to prove the

need for mental health integration into various use cases of healthcare. They have signed

up many new partnerships and launched into new areas like diet management and positive

habit formation.

GMetri launched Luru - the Bangalore Metaverse (www.luru.city) inaugurated by Dr.

Ashwath Narayan C N, the Dy. Chief Minister at the Bangalore Tech Summit 2022. Luru is

an immersive virtual rendition of the city of Bengaluru - modeled on the streets, hubs,

hotspots that make the city truly unique.

PupleTutor recently launched Mathematics for grades 1 -3. The product follows a

diagnostic-based approach, assessing the student and deciding a learning path. It follows

an activity-based learning model ensuring the student’s journey is personalized. Initial

feedback on the product is good and the company seeks to launch more grades in

December. PurpleTutor also onboarded another 2 school relationships in the month in key

regions expanding the B2B segment. The company is also looking for a beta launch on

community based app for parents and students which will lead to a higher engagement

organically with customers. The app beta launch is expected towards November end.

In the News

Women's Entrepreneurship Day: 4 lady bosses from Indian
startups on how to slay the challenges and what’s the reality

Our industry-event participation

Fintech has rapidly gained ground in India. The massive market has a number of specific

problems that are now being resolved through cutting-edge technology and ideas.  

Talking about the 'Evolution of Fintech:The next phase', during his keynote address at

Forbes India presents AWS The Mavericks 'Rise of Fintech 2.0' Ashish Wadhwani ,

Managing Partner, IvyCap Ventures shared some key insights on the Fintech

Industry. 

He said, "In India, banking has been around for since 2000 BC. Where we sit today, it is

perhaps the most exciting time for the finance industry. The size of macro and number of

scale in Indian economy gives Fintech an advantage. " 

Talking about the upcoming trends he added "Fintech today has endless possibilities of

product change. Some of the technology factor that will drive the change are: 1) Data, AI &

ML, Blockchain, Cloud Computing and SaaS, IoT. What the multi-polar alliances of

geopolitics will do to global transactions and flow of data, is the trend to watch."  

He also shed some light on incumbents need to determine how Fintech startups can

measure success and establish a faster, systematic collaboration process. At the same

time shared some tips on how fintechs need to hone their knowledge of the business of

financial services and establish a clear value proposition. .

Mr. Tej Kapoor, Managing Director, during his keynote address at the 25th Edition of

Asia’s Largest Tech Summit, Bengaluru Tech Summit talked about the role of

Venture Capital’s Long-Term Role in Driving Dispersed Innovation’. Based on his

deep experience of leading investments he shared, “India is the 3rd Largest Startup

Ecosystem in the World.  As per the reports, the combined Valuation of Indian Startups

today is about $450B and Indian startups have successfully raised $131B funds between

the year 2014 and H1 2022. These figures are testimony of the fact that VC investments

have grown significantly in the last two years and will likely continue to increase over the

decade. The VC-funded startup ecosystem has reached escape velocity with robust value

creation flywheel and value creation is the only way forward to stay relevant in the

ecosystem.” 

Talking about the trends in 2022 and beyond expectations, he added, “ New sectors such

as Deep Tech (with AI/ML IoT), blockchain, HealthTech, and AgriTech will continue

attracting investment, however, the ecosystem is likely to expect stricter IPO norms and

developments in regulatory norms across emerging sectors like gaming, crypto and more.

He further shed light on expectations from the VC ecosystem “Dry powder with VCs to

slow but not pause deal-making activity.”

The last two years have been phenomenal for the Indian Startup Ecosystem from ed-tech,

and healthTech to now cryptocurrency, AI, and DeepTech, we’ve seen it all in this short

frame of time. We see unfolding innovative ideas into reality every day. With this in mind, a

select group of phenomenal Female Founders curated “Together 2022” a focused 3 days

event to collaborate and brainstorm these innovative ideas. About 200+ women leaders,

unicorn founders, and cutting-edge female entrepreneurs, VCs, investors, and thought

leaders exchanged knowledge and discuss opportunities in futuristic tech.  The event aims

to bring together some of the most innovative and influential female entrepreneurs 

Vikram Gupta, Founder, and Managing Partner participated in a panel discussion on

‘Is the winter coming for start-ups?  Shared some valuable insights on the subject.
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